
 

 

 

 

    

 
  

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

	

Brian P. Barrett 
Sr. Director - Assistant General Patent Counsel Eli Lilly and Company 

Lilly Corporate Center 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46285
Phone 317-276-7243   
Fax 317- 276-3861 

E-mail: barrettbp@lilly.com 

March 22, 2012 

Via Electronic Mail 
supplemental_examination@uspto.gov 
cc: Cynthia.Nessler@uspto.gov 

The Honorable David J. Kappos 
Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual Property and 
Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Mail Stop Comments - Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Attn.: 	 Cynthia L. Nessler, Senior Legal Advisor, Office of Patent Legal Administration, 
Office of the Associate Commissioner for Patent Examination Policy 

Re: Eli Lilly and Company (Lilly) Comments to the United States Patent and 
Trademark Office (Office) Notice of Proposed Rulemaking Entitled: Changes to 
Implement the Supplemental Examination Provisions of the Leahy-Smith America 
Invents Act and To Revise Reexamination Fees (Federal Register/Vol. 77, No. 
16/Wednesday, January 25, 2012/Proposed Rule 3666) 

Dear Under Secretary Kappos: 

Lilly appreciates the opportunity to comment on this Proposed Rule and commends the Office 
on its efforts to timely seek comments to ensure the Office’s rulemaking effectively 
implements what is perhaps the single most extraordinary patent law reform resulting from the 
historic and remarkable comprehensive patent law reforms in the Leahy-Smith America 
Invents Act (AIA, Public Law 112–29, 125 Stat. 284 (2011)). 

Lilly believes that in creating the new supplemental examination proceeding, Congress has 
made it possible for the Office to make significant patent quality and patent litigation 
enhancements that will greatly improve the U.S. patent system.  However, these enhancements 
will only be realized upon implementation of rules that are carefully considered to encourage, 
not discourage, predictable, efficient and affordable use of the proceeding. 
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Supplemental examination provides for possible patent quality enhancements by encouraging 
patent owners who determine that errors or omissions may exist in the patent procurement 
record before the Office to take prompt action to remedy potential deficiencies by requesting 
that the Office consider, reconsider, or correct any information believed to be relevant to the 
patent. 

Patent owners, potential competitors and the public benefit greatly from having a claimed 
invention undergo supplemental examination because the patent will have a more complete and 
accurate examination record, and the resulting patent will be limited only to claimed inventions 
that have been twice determined to be fully patentable by the Office.  That is, the Office will 
have a second opportunity to eliminate invalid claims in the patent that should not have been 
issued, enabling better decision-making by patent owners and potential competitors and 
increasing public confidence in the validity of the patent and the patent system. 

Supplemental examination also provides great potential to improve efficiencies in litigation by 
reining in the multi-decade “plague” of “inequitable conduct” allegations in patent litigation.  
As explained by the majority decision in Therasense, Inc. v. Becton, Dickinson & Co., 649 
F.3d 1276, 1289-90 (Fed. Cir. 2011), inequitable conduct allegations resulting from the 
Office’s well intended “duty of candor and good faith,” have increased adjudication cost and 
complexity, complicated the ability to settle patent lawsuits, and cast huge burdens on the 
courts forced to deduce the “intent” behind allegedly missing or incorrect information in the 
patent examination record. The ever-present threat of having a patent held unenforceable for 
inequitable conduct has also strained Office resources from the well-documented “over 
disclosure” and “under explanation” that is engendered among patent practitioners, contributed 
to the backlog in patent examination that larger and less helpful submissions of information 
contribute to, and impaired overall patent quality. 

Congress no doubt envisioned that the Office would implement rules for supplemental 
examination that advance the judicial efforts to stem the “plague” of inequitable conduct 
allegations in the courts: 

Critics of the inequitable conduct defense, including the National Academies and the 
Federal Trade Commission, argue that our patent system is hampered by provisions that 
require courts to divine the difficult-to-prove subjective intent of individuals in patent 
disputes. And most defendants reflexively plead inequitable conduct as a defense to 
infringement, prompting the Federal Circuit to label the practice a ‘‘plague’’ on the patent 
system. 
The Act addresses the inequitable conduct doctrine by authorizing supplemental 
examination of a patent to correct errors or omissions in proceedings before the Office. 
[AIA Committee Report, June 1, 2011 at pg. 50] 
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Supplemental examination, thus, provides patent owners an historic opportunity, and even the 
encouragement, to proactively address potential defects in patents that may otherwise be 
vulnerable to inequitable conduct allegations. The historic opportunity is for patent owners to 
seek a supplemental examination for a potential patent defect that in the past may have created 
too much risk for a would-be investor to invest based on the patent.  The encouragement for 
the patent owner to pursue supplemental examination, in addition to having a patent emerging 
from the supplemental examination proceeding that is more reliably valid, is that the patent 
claims that survive the procedure, subject to two exceptions, will be more readily enforceable.  
This is because a patent shall not be held unenforceable on the basis of conduct relating to 
information that had not been considered, was inadequately considered, or was incorrect in a 
prior examination of the patent if the information was considered, reconsidered, or corrected 
during a supplemental examination proceeding. 

For the patent owner to benefit from precluding use of the unenforceability defense, the 
supplemental examination request must at least be filed, and in some situations the entire 
proceeding must be completed, before an unenforceability allegation is asserted.  See:  35 
U.S.C. §257(c)(2). This requirement that the supplemental examination request be timely filed 
to ensure the information cannot be used as part of an unenforceability defense makes it very 
important that a patent owner be proactive in filing a request, and also that the Office’s 
determination of what constitutes an effectively filed supplemental examination request not be 
overly burdensome.   

The Office in its Proposed Rule understandably gave great consideration to the broad scope of 
information and patentability issues that may be presented in a supplemental examination 
request, as well as to the statutory requirement to conclude the proceeding within three months 
from the filing date of the supplemental examination request.  Therefore, it is in consideration 
of the patent quality and litigation enhancement goals intended by Congress, as well as the 
broad scope of the proceeding and the limited time for the Office to complete the proceeding, 
that Lilly suggests the following changes to the Proposed Rules to better implement the 
supplemental examination provisions of the AIA:  

1. 	 Expressly provide that a supplemental examination request may be filed by an owner 
(one or more owner(s)) of the patent; 

2. 	 Provide the Office increased discretion to assign an original filing date for a 
substantially compliant supplemental examination request; 

3. 	 Remove the 10-item limit on the number of items of information that can be submitted 
in a single supplemental examination request; 

4. 	 Streamline the content requirements in a supplemental examination request to optimize 
Office and patent owner resources and maximize the usefulness of the proceeding; and 

5. 	 Clearly define the standard the Office will use to assess “material fraud.” 

A complete set of proposed Revisions to the Proposed Implementing Regulations for 
Supplemental Examination are attached below. 
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1-Expressly provide that a supplemental examination request may be filed by an owner 
(one or more owner(s)) of the patent 

35 U.S.C. §257(a) provides that “A patent owner may request supplemental examination of a 
patent in the Office to consider, reconsider, or correct information believed to be relevant to 
the patent, in accordance with such requirements as the Director may establish.” There is no 
statutory requirement or authorization for the requirement that all patent owners must join 
together or establish an entire interest in a patent to request supplemental examination of a 
patent. 

Proposed Rule §1.601(a-c) states proposed requirements for establishing ownership and 
participation in supplemental examination - the request must be filed by the owner(s) of the 
entire right, title, and interest in the patent; the patent owner must establish the entirety of the 
ownership interest in the patent by filing a submission in compliance with the provisions of 35 
U.S.C. §3.73(b); and third party participation is expressly prohibited in a supplemental 
examination proceeding.  Proposed Rule §1.610(b)(12) would further require that the patent 
owner make a submission establishing the entirety of the ownership interest in the patent as 
part of the supplemental examination request. 

Providing that a supplemental examination request may be filed by one or more patent 
owner(s) is not only consistent with the statutory text, it promotes the important policy 
objective of providing any patent owner the right to provide to the Office information believed 
to be relevant to the patent to ensure the patent is more reliably valid and will be more readily 
enforceable.  Absent such a final rule, a patent owner having information believed to be 
relevant to a patent could be prohibited from making a supplemental examination request.  
Although a request for supplemental examination filed by one patent owner would result in a 
different patent owner that is not also making the particular request being considered a third 
party in the particular supplemental examination proceeding, such a third party patent owner 
may file one or more separate supplemental examination requests as provided for in Proposed 
Rule §1.605(a). 

In addition to rendering the final rulemaking compliant with the statute by providing that a 
supplemental examination request may be filed by an owner of the patent, final rulemaking 
should also ensure that a supplemental examination request may be filed by an authorized 
representative of a patent owner (37 C.F.R. §1.32), and provide for correspondence between 
the Office and a patent owner that makes a request for supplemental examination (37 C.F.R. 
§1.33) and decides to correspond with the Office pro se. 

It is within the Director’s authority to establish such implementing regulations, and in the 
interest of efficiency to make it clear in final rulemaking that a patent owner(s) that establishes 
an ownership interest in the patent in compliance with the provisions of §3.73(b), as required 
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by Proposed Rule §1.610(b)(12), may authorize a representative to act on the patent owner(s) 
behalf, or may elect to correspond with the Office pro se. Because the person making the 
supplemental examination request may be one or more (not necessarily all) of the patent 
owner(s), the term “requester” is preferred over “patent owner” to identify the party making 
the supplemental examination request.  Note, however, that the use of “patent owner” in 
Proposed Rule §1.625(d)(1) is appropriate with respect to any ex parte reexamination ordered 
under 35 U.S.C. §257(b) and according to the procedures established by chapter 30. 

2-Provide the Office increased discretion to assign an original filing date for a 
substantially compliant supplemental examination request 

As previously noted and as acknowledged by the Office in its Proposed Rule, a critical 
incentive for a patent owner to request supplemental examination of a patent, and subject a 
patent to a second examination, is the potential to eliminate an enforceability defense on the 
basis of conduct relating to information that had not been considered, was inadequately 
considered, or was incorrect in a prior examination of the patent if the information is 
considered, reconsidered, or corrected during a supplemental examination of the patent.   

Prompt action in filing a supplemental examination request and receiving a timely filing date 
can be critical to the usefulness of the proceeding to a patent owner because an exception to 
this beneficial shield against an unenforceability defense occurs when there is a prior allegation 
pled with particularity in a civil action, or set forth with particularity in a notice received by the 
patent owner under section 505(j)(2)(B)(iv)(II) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 
(21 U.S.C. 355(j)(2)(B)(iv)(II)), before the date of a supplemental examination request if filed 
to consider, reconsider, or correct information forming the basis for the allegation. 

Proposed Rule §1.610(d) and (e) addresses the requirements for a supplemental examination to 
receive a filing date from the Office that may be necessary to preclude an unenforceability 
allegation, and proposes to deny a filing date for a request that doesn’t comply with most of the 
requirements in Proposed Rules §§1.605, 1.610, and 1.615, with the reservation by the Office 
of very limited discretion to grant an initial filing date for even minor filing defects under 
§1.610 (b)(1) or (b)(2). The Proposed Rule further states that the Office will notify the patent 
owner of a request that is not entitled to a filing date, and that the filing date of a supplemental 
examination request will be the receipt date of a corrected supplemental examination request. 
§1.610(e). 

While the 3-month deadline for the Office to complete the supplemental examination 
proceeding requires that the Office receive information essential to conduct the supplemental 
examination in a timely manner, Lilly believes that at a minimum, the Office should reserve 
more discretion than exists in the Proposed Rule to award a substantially compliant 
supplemental examination request the filing date of an originally filed request, provided the 
Office is not precluded from commencing the supplemental examination proceeding.   
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The Proposed Rule is unnecessarily inflexible and prohibits the Office from granting what 
could be a very critical filing date based on an error in the supplemental examination request 
that in no way impairs the Office’s ability to initiate, and even fully conduct, the supplemental 
examination proceeding.  For example, compliance may be technically lacking with respect to 
§1.605(a) if the request includes an eleventh item of information and violates the proposed 10-
item limit.  If the 10-item limitation is retained in final rulemaking, the Office could simply 
conduct supplemental examination with respect to 10 items of information and notify the 
patent owner of the noncompliant request.   

The Office also has provided itself no discretion to provide a supplemental examination 
request an initial filing date when any of the fees listed under §1.610(a) are deficient.  
Additionally, an initial filing date must be denied for noncompliance with many other 
requirement in §1.610, including for not identifying the patent number, date of issuance, or the 
first named inventor (§1.610(b)(3)) - even if a copy of the patent is provided under 
§1.610(b)(7). Likewise, an initial filing date must be denied if the request doesn’t include a 
copy of the U.S. patent for which supplemental examination is requested (§1.610(b)(7)) – even 
if the patent number is provided (§1.610(b)(3)) and the Office can readily obtain a copy of the 
patent. An initial filing date must also be denied for not meeting even a minor formatting 
requirement under §1.615, for example, when a left side margin isn’t precisely 2.5 cm.   

Without reserving discretion to grant an initial filing date, even when the Office clearly has all 
information necessary to commence the supplemental examination, the Office will have no 
choice but to deny the initial filing date for even minor errors, to the great discouragement of 
patent owners making substantially compliant requests.  Failure to strictly adhere to the rule 
would certainly result in later challenges to the filing dates for supplemental examination 
requests that the Office has the authority and opportunity to prevent.  In addition, should the 
Office retain the detailed requirements in Proposed Rule §1.610(b), considerable time and 
resources will almost certainly be required in petitioning and litigating whether the Office 
appropriately determined a filing date for supplemental examination requests.   

Therefore, Lilly proposes a revised procedure in the attached Revisions to the Proposed 
Implementing Regulations that would provide the Office more discretion than exists in the 
Proposed Rule to award a substantially compliant supplemental examination request the filing 
date of an originally filed request, provided the Office is not precluded from commencing the 
supplemental examination proceeding.  This revised procedure would also obviate unnecessary 
filing date challenges. 

According to the revised procedure, if the Office deems that a request for supplemental 
examination is materially incomplete and/or noncompliant, the Office may, within 30 days of 
the date of the request, notify the requester of the specific deficiencies in the request as 
originally filed and authorize the requester to file a supplemented request correcting or 
otherwise satisfactorily addressing each identified deficiency.  Importantly, if no such notice is 
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provided within the 30-day period, the Office will waive any such deficiencies and complete 
the supplemental examination based on the request as originally filed.  This waiver of any 
deficiencies by the Office would eliminate most third party challenges to whether an 
appropriate filing date was granted by the Office for a supplemental examination request. 

If a supplemented request is filed by the requester that satisfactorily addresses the deficiencies 
in the original request, the supplemental examination would proceed based upon the request as 
supplemented.  If no supplemented request is filed, or the supplemented request as filed by the 
requester fails to satisfactorily address the cited deficiencies, the request may be deemed by the 
Office not to meet the requirements for a properly filed supplemental examination request and 
no filing date would be accorded thereto. The filing date of a request for supplemental 
examination would be the date of the original filing of the supplemental examination request if 
the original request is determined by the Office to be in sufficient compliance with the 
regulations such that supplemental examination could meaningfully commence in the Office 
prior to receipt of additional information contained in the supplemented request.  

3-Remove the 10-item limit on the number of items of information that can be submitted 
in a single supplemental examination request 

The Office has proposed that each request for supplemental examination may request that the 
Office consider, reconsider, or correct no more than ten items of information believed to be 
relevant to the patent. §1.605(a). Although the Proposed Rule would allow for an unlimited 
number of supplemental examination filings, a separate supplemental examination filing would 
be required to have even a single additional item of information considered, reconsidered, or 
corrected beyond the 10-item limit.  Without question, the 10-item limit is unprecedented in 
the patent examination process, could never have been intended by Congress, and would lead 
to unnecessary inefficiencies that will discourage use of the proceedings. 

Section 257(a) in no way limits the number of items of information in a single supplemental 
examination request, stating that “[a] patent owner may request supplemental examination of a 
patent in the Office to consider, reconsider, or correct information believed to be relevant to 
the patent, in accordance with such requirements as the Director may establish.”  Also, 
nowhere else in U.S. patent law, whether in the Patent Code or Office regulations, is there a 
comparable arbitrary limit on the number of items of prior art or information that may be 
submitted in patent examination or in a request for reexamination of a patent.  See e.g.: 37 
C.F.R. §1.104 (examination), §1.515(a) (ex parte reexamination), and §1.906(a) (inter partes 
reexamination). In view of the broad language in 35 U.S.C. §257(a), the absence of any 
precedent for such a limitation, and the absence of any hint of such a limitation in the AIA’s 
legislative history, it doesn’t appear even remotely possible that Congress intended to authorize 
the Office to require or conduct the fragmented supplemental examination proceedings 
proposed in §1.605(a). 
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In addition to increasing the likelihood a patent owner will not receive an important filing date 
for its request should an item of information be incorrectly counted, a few of many patent 
owner inefficiencies that would result from requiring multiple supplemental examination 
requests for the same patent include:  having to file duplicate papers to establish ownership in 
the patent (§1.601) and the right of an assignee to take action under 35 U.S.C. §3.73(b); paying 
multiple fees, including relatively significant fees associated with the potential for multiple ex 
parte reexamination proceedings that may never be ordered or may be consolidated 
(§1.610(a)); submitting at least partially duplicative cover sheets itemizing each component 
submitted in the request and tables of contents (§1.610(b)(1) and (b)(2)); duplication in 
identifying the patent number, issue date, named inventors as well as providing copies of 
patents, any disclaimers, certificates of corrections, certificates of extensions, supplemental 
examination certificates, post grant review certificates, inter partes review certificates, or 
reexamination certificates (§1.610(b)); and the potential for filing duplicative petitions 
(§1.620(b)). All of this duplication unnecessarily increases the costs of the proceeding for the 
patent owner. 

Office inefficiencies would also likely result from requiring multiple supplemental 
examination requests for the same patent under the Proposed Rule.  For example, the Office 
would need to ensure separate requests are timely routed to the same examiner, which doesn’t 
always happen today with related patent application filings.  Absent routing requests to the 
same examiner, multiple examiners would need to devote resources to review the same patent 
and potentially overlapping information and issues, and coordinate their efforts to achieve 
consistent examination results.  The Office would also need to carefully coordinate its 
decisions on whether to consolidate supplemental examination proceedings with another 
proceeding under 35 U.S.C. §325(d). 

Also, even two supplemental examination requests filed on the same day by a patent owner 
may ultimately be granted very different filing dates, which alone may result in inefficiencies 
initiating and potentially consolidating any resulting ex parte reexamination(s).  Such potential 
for delays in initiating and completing ex parte reexamination can further discourage use of the 
supplemental examination proceeding because of the potential negative impact on the patent 
owner’s ability to timely assert the patent in litigation and preclude use of an unenforceability 
defense as afforded by a completed supplemental examination. 

The proposed 10-item limitation would further discourage use of supplemental examination 
because it would significantly increase a patent owner’s filing fees – fees that will double to 
even have one additional item of information considered, reconsidered or corrected by the 
Office. Even if the Office is authorized to charge a $21,300 fee pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 
§41(d)(2) at the time of filing a supplemental examination request, when $16,120 is earmarked 
for ex parte reexamination that may never be ordered, requiring double fees ($42,600) seems 
excessive to have one additional item of information considered, reconsidered or corrected by 
the Office – particularly, when $32,240 would be prepayment for two ex parte reexamination 
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proceedings, neither of which may ever be ordered, and if ordered, would presumably be 
consolidated for efficiency purposes. 

Lilly believes that a more reasonable approach to setting fees for supplemental examination, 
that would eliminate many of the inefficiencies associated with requiring a multitude of 
requests, is to institute a sliding fee scale in which each additional item of information after the 
tenth item of information requires payment of an additional fee.  The additional fee for each 
item of information should be set to allow the Office to recover all estimated costs to fully 
consider all patentability issues presented in a request within the three month statutory 
deadline. 

Should the Office eliminate the proposed 10-item of information limit for a supplemental 
examination request, Lilly believes this change alone would considerably reduce, but not 
eliminate, the need for the Office to further explain and provide additional examples of what 
will be deemed to constitute “an item of information.”  Proposed Rule 1.605(b) states in 
relevant part that an ‘‘item of information’’ includes a document submitted as part of the 
request that contains information, believed to be relevant to the patent, that the patent owner 
requests the Office to consider, reconsider, or correct.  Although clearly impossible to shed 
light on how each item of information will be counted, Lilly believes that final rulemaking 
should further clarify and provide examples of what the Office considers to make up an item of 
information.  For example, would a book of meeting abstracts constitute one or more items of 
information?  What about supporting documents (declarations, marketing catalogs, tables of 
data) and any physical articles associated with the documents? 

Requiring multiple supplemental examination requests and conducting multiple proceedings 
for the same patent will no doubt require increased patent owner and Office resources, lead to 
examination and reexamination inefficiencies, and frustrate the patent quality and litigation 
enhancements intended by Congress.  Therefore, Lilly urges the Office in its final rulemaking 
to remove the proposed 10-item limitation and institute a sliding fee scale that enables the 
Office to set fees to fully recover its estimated costs. 

4-Streamline the content requirements in a supplemental examination request to optimize 
Office and patent owner resources and maximize the usefulness of the proceeding 

In view of the broad scope of information that may be submitted in a supplemental 
examination request, coupled with the three month statutory deadline to conclude the 
examination, the Proposed Rule seeks detailed information and analyses in a supplemental 
examination request to completely focus Office resources to the point that determining the 
existence of a substantial new question of patentability would amount to little more than a box 
checking exercise.  37 C.F.R. §1.610(b)(1)-(b)(12).  Furthermore, the Office clearly states that 
there should be no expectation that any review of the patent by the Office will occur beyond 
the focused issues as stated and applied by the patent owner in the request as filed. 37 C.F.R. 
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§1.620(a) (“The determination [whether a substantial new question of patentability is raised] 
will generally be limited to a review of the issues identified in the request as applied to the 
identified aspects of the patent.”) 

On the flipside, a patent owner seeking to determine whether to undertake the expense and 
examination risks associated with supplemental examination will expect, similar to an initial 
examination of an application, that the Office will conduct a largely independent, thorough and 
cost-effective patent examination, and will undoubtedly be discouraged from using 
supplemental examination if the scope of preclusion against an unenforceability defense is 
unduly narrow, or if its scope is so uncertain to subject the issue and the filing date of an 
allegedly non-compliant request to expensive and unpredictable litigation.   

Lilly believes that neither the Office’s current approach in its Proposed Rule, or merely 
lobbing information over the Office’s wall in a request, is appropriate and suggests a more 
balanced approach in the Office’s final rulemaking.  In general, Lilly believes the Office’s final 
rulemaking should not require that a supplemental examination request include any 
unnecessary or redundant information, and the proposed content requirements must be 
streamlined considerably, to only require content the Office truly needs to readily determine 
whether a substantial new question of patentability is presented by the information contained in 
the request. 

More specifically, it is Lilly’s view that an efficient final rule would retain the content 
requirements in Proposed Rule 37 C.F.R. §1.610(b)(1-3, 5, 9 and 10), but the content 
requirements in the remaining subparts of §1.610(b) should be amended or completely 
eliminated (see redacted 37 C.F.R. §1.610(b) below). 

Proposed Rule §1.610(b)(4).  Proposed Rule §1.610(b)(4) appropriately seeks a list of each 
item of information that is requested to be considered, reconsidered, or corrected, and as 
applicable, the publication date for each item of information.  As Lilly proposes below in the 
Revisions to the Proposed Implementing Regulations for Supplemental Examination, this 
subpart would also require a concise explanation of why each item of information to be 
considered or reconsidered or corrected is believed to be relevant to the patent.  Other aspects 
of §1.610(b)(4) appear either completely unnecessary, redundant or vague.  For example, while 
the required concise explanation would nearly always require an explanation of why the 
information is believed relevant in view of a drawing, specification, certain patent claims, or 
benefit claims, etc., the “aspect of the patent” terminology appears to be overly vague and also 
does not appear anywhere in the actual text of the Proposed Rule.  Should this “aspect of the 
patent” terminology be retained in final rulemaking, it preferably would be defined in the rule 
to provide necessary clarity. 

Proposed Rule §1.610(b)(6)-(b)(8). Proposed Rule §1.610(b)(6)-(b)(8) simply goes too far in 
requiring that a patent owner examine its own patent for the Office, and appears in some 
respects to represent a misunderstanding of the supplemental examination proceeding.  If the 
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request includes a statement that, for each such item of information, separately and concisely 
explains why the information to be considered or reconsidered or being corrected is believed to 
be relevant to the patent, the Office should devote the resources and expertise to examine the 
patent as requested.  Not only are the requirements in these subparts that Lilly proposes be 
deleted onerous to comply with, they may result in unnecessary challenges to compliance with 
the Office’s rules and simply go too far to discourage use of the supplemental examination 
proceeding. 

Furthermore, requiring the identification of the legal issues presented by each item of 
information, a detailed explanation for each identified issue of patentability (e.g., under 35 
U.S.C. §§102, 103, 112, or obviousness-type double patenting), and an explanation of how the 
Office should apply each item of information that is relevant to each aspect of the patent 
identified for examination, appears to go beyond what is authorized by the statute.  The statute 
does not require that information submitted in a supplemental examination request identify or 
even necessarily raise an issue of patentability, or that information submitted as part of a 
request be material or even relevant to patentability – the statute authorizes submission of 
information believed to be relevant to the patent by a patent owner.  Final rulemaking should 
be consistent with this important aspect of the statute. 

Proposed Rule §1.610 (b)(11). Again, according to 35 U.S.C. §257(a), a patent owner need 
only submit information that he or she subjectively believes to be relevant to a patent.  
Therefore, Proposed Rule §1.610(b)(11) has been amended to delete inappropriate statements 
about the aspects of a document that are deemed “relevant.” 

Proposed Rule §1.610 (b)(12). Proposed Rule §1.610(b)(12) requires that the patent owner 
make a submission establishing the entirety of the ownership interest in the patent as part of the 
supplemental examination request.  As mentioned above, the Proposed Rule should reflect that 
a supplemental examination request may be filed by an owner of the patent or an authorized 
representative of an owner of a patent.  Accordingly, this subpart should clearly state that a 
requester need only establish its ownership in the patent. 

Proposed Rule §1.620(e). Although as stated above, Lilly believes the Office’s final 
rulemaking should not require that a supplemental examination request include any 
unnecessary or redundant information, and the proposed content requirements must be 
streamlined considerably, the Office may want to consider in final rulemaking whether to 
retain discretion to conduct interviews in a supplemental examination proceeding.  §1.620(e). 
Interviews, at the complete discretion of the Office, may enable more efficient supplemental 
examination proceedings. 
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5-Clearly define the standard the office will use to assess “material fraud” 

According to 35 U.S.C. §257(e), if the Office becomes aware, at any time during a 
supplemental examination proceeding or any ex parte reexamination, of a material fraud 
involving the patent for which supplemental examination has been requested, the Office is 
required to refer the matter to the U.S. Attorney General.  The commentary to the Proposed 
Rule appropriately states that the Office regards the term material fraud in 35 U.S.C. §257(e) 
to be narrower in scope than the inequitable conduct standard articulated in Therasense, Inc. v. 
Becton, Dickinson & Co., 649 F.3d 1276 (Fed. Cir. 2011); however, the Office does not clearly 
state what standard it intends to use in assessing material fraud. 

As the Office is well aware, uncertainty around the threshold level of intent or applicable 
materiality standard, and how intent and materiality may be played off each other, have caused 
considerable problems in the patent system and led to widespread public support for enacting 
supplemental examination.  Therefore, Lilly believes it is very important for the Office to 
clearly state in its final rulemaking that the Office will adopt a strict, common law, “knowing 
and willful” fraud standard to assess “material fraud” under Section 257(e).  That is, material 
fraud on the Office should be defined in final rulemaking to require:  (1) misrepresenting to or 
withholding material information from the Office; (2) with specific intent to deceive the 
Office; (3) a justifiable reliance upon the misrepresentation or the withholding of the material 
information by the Office in granting the patent; and (4) absent misrepresenting or withholding 
material information, the Office would not have issued a claim in the patent. 

This degree of certainty, Lilly believes will benefit the Office in its relatively rare referral of 
matters to the Attorney General based on “material fraud,” and will ensure patent owners 
considering whether to request supplemental examination that the horrors associated with the 
inequitable conduct doctrine’s varying levels of intent, shifting standards for materiality, and 
juxtaposing degrees of intent and materiality, won’t creep back into any equation used by the 
Office in considering whether to make a referral to the Attorney General. 

*** 

Lilly appreciates the Office’s efforts to seek public comment regarding new regulations 
relating to supplemental examination proceedings.  In creating this proceeding, Congress has 
made it possible for the Office to greatly improve patent quality by encouraging patent owners 
to seek a more complete and accurate review of their patents, patent litigation efficiencies by 
reining in “inequitable conduct” allegations that discourage innovation and “plague” the patent 
system, and overall confidence in the U.S. patent system.  Lilly firmly believes the Office’s 
consideration in its final rulemaking of Lilly’s comments and the Revisions to the Proposed 
Implementing Regulations for Supplemental Examination attached below will result in 
encouraging patent owners to take full advantage of a more predictable, efficient and 
affordable supplemental examination proceeding. 

Answers that matter. 
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If there are questions regarding our comments, or if further explanation of any of our 
comments is desired, please feel free to contact the undersigned. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Lawrence T. Welch 
Brian P. Barrett 
Paula K. Davis 
Eli Lilly and Company 
Indianapolis, IN 46285 
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America Invents Act (AlA) Section 12 
Revisions to the Proposed Implementing Regulations 

Supplemental Examination Rules 

Proposed Rules (January 25, 2012; 77 Federal Register 3,666) 

Subpart E-Supplemental Examination of Patents 
Sec. 
1.601 Filing of papers in supplemental examination. 
1.605 Items of information. 
1.610 Content of request for supplemental examination. 
1.615 Fo1mat of papers filed in a supplemental examination proceeding. 
1.620 Conduct ofsupplemental examination proceeding. 
1.625 Conclusion ofsupplemental examination; publication ofsupplemental 
examination ce1tificate; procedure after conclusion. 

Subpart E-Supplemental Examination of Patents 

§ 1.601 Filing of papers in supplemental examination. 

(a) A request for supplemental examination ofa patent must be Hletl made by~ 
Comment [Al]: §257 spedfically provides that.l!!!..Owner~ of tile eatire rigllt, title, aad iaterest ia the patent.[_______________ ,,, 
"A patent owner" may petition; there is no statutory 
requirement that all owners must join in the 
request, i.e.~ that "'The pat ent owner" must fi le the(b) The pateat ewaer requester must establish tile eatire~' ef tile its ownership request. 

interest in the patent of paragraph (a) by filing, as part of the request, a submission 
in compliance with the provisions of§ 3.73(b) of this chapter. 

(c) Any pa1ty other than the pateat evRler requester (i.e., any third party) is 
prohibited from filing papers or othe1wise pa1ticipating in any manner in a 
supplemental examination proceeding. 

Comment [A2] : The statute gives the requester § 1.605 ~terns[.~f_i.!lf~!'I]l_a_f!~l!·__________________________________________ ,,, 
the right to seek supp~mental examination without 
regard to the numberof individual items of 
information.(a) Each request for supplemental examination may request that the Office 

consider, reconsider, or conect one orB& more tllaa tea items of info1mation 
believed to be relevant to the patent. More than one request for supplemental 
examination of the same patent may be filed at any time. 



(b) An " item ofinf01mation" includes a document submitted as prut of the request 
that contains inf01mation, believed to be relevant to the patent, that the r equester 
pateat ewaer requests the Office to consider, reconsider, or conect. If the 
information to be considered, reconsidered, or corrected is not, at least in part, 
contained within or based on any document submitted as part of the request, the 
discussion within the body of the request relative to the information will be 
considered as an item of information. 

(c) An item of information must be in writing in accordance with § 1.2. To be 
considered, any audio or video recording must be submitted in the form of a 
written transcript. 

kd) [(~I!~ !t~~ 9f !J!fs>!l!l!l!iSJ,!l_i~_C,9,!I!~ip~~-4,l_t!,l~ _r~gl}~~t-~!t~-~l!,e_~r: Ip_ol·~________ ~ ~ ~ 
additional items of information, including instances where it may be necessary to 
combine items of information in order to consider, reconsider or correct 
information believed to be relevant to the patent raise aa issue te ~e 
eeasiflet'efl, reeeasiflet'efl, 91' eaned efl, each item of information of the 
combination may be sepru·ately counted. Exceptions include the combination of a 
non-English language document and its translation, and the combination of a 
document that is over 50 pages in length and its summruy pursuant to 
§ 1.6IO(b)(~. 

§ 1.610 Content of r equest for supplemental examination. 

ka) [~~ l'~9':!C:S_t_I!ll}~t-~~ ~~<:.~I!lP~~-e~-~ !1!~ f~e- fo_r_f!li!lg !l_r5l~~~t-(ol· ___________,,, 
supplemental examination as set fort h in§ 1.20(k)(l), the fee for reexamination 
that mav be ordered as a result ofa supplemental examination proceeding as set 
forth in § 1.20(k)(2), and any applicable document size fees as set forth in 
§ 1.20(k)(3) . 

(b) A request for supplemental examination must include each of the elements set 
forth in pru·agraphs (b)(l) through (b)(~.2) of this section. 

(I) A cover sheet itemizing each component submitted as prut of the request. 

(2) A table ofcontents for the request. 

(3) An identification of the number, the date of issue, and the first named inventor 
of the patent for which supplemental examination is requested. 
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Comment [A3]: The reque<t, unde r the st atute, 
is for information t o be considered~ reconsidered~ or 
corrected, not .. issues." Thus, t he revised language 
renders the rule consistent with the stat ute. 

Comment [A4]: The statute provides only that a 
reexamination may be ordered. The revised 
language avoids any implication that reexamination 
must be or typically would be ordered. 



k4) ~-IJ~t-q(C:~C_h_ ~t~I!l-q( ip._f9~'J!l~tifl!_l_t!_l~~ ~S_I~e9!J~~t~~-tfl_q_e_SqJ!S_ig~t:e_dl __________ ~ ~ ~ 
reconsidered, or conected, and the publication date for each item of inf01mation, if 
applicable; and a statement that, for each such item of information, separately 
and concisely explains why the information to be considered or reconsidered 
or being corrected is believed to be relevant to the patent. 

: (ij ldeBtifies eaell item ef iBfermatieB tllat was Bet eeBsidered iB tile f1rier 
enmiBatieB ef tile f1ateBt, aBd ~fllaiBs wily eeBsideratieB ef tile item ef 
iBfermatieB is &JeiBg re~tuested; 

(ii) ldeBtifies eaell item ef iBfermatieB tllat was Bet ade~tuately eeBsidered iB 
tile f1rier examiBatieB ef tile f1ateBt, aBd exf1laiBs wily reeeBsidentieB ef tile 
item ef iBfermatieB is &JeiBg re~tuested; aBd 

(iiij ldeBtifies eaell item ef iBfermatieB tllat was iBeerreet iB tile f1rier 
examiBatieB ef tile f1ateBt, aBd exf1laiBs llew it is &JeiBg eeiTeeted. 

(5) A list identifying any other prior or concun ent post patent Office proceedings 
involving the patent for which supplemental examination is being requested, 
including an identification of the type ofproceeding (e.g. , ex parte or inter partes 
reexamination, reissue, supplemental examination, post-grant review, or inter 
partes review), the identifying number of any such proceeding (e.g., a control 
number or reissue application number), and the filing date of any such proceeding. 

k~ ~-B- ~l!_e_~t-!~~~'1~~_ef_e_a_e_!l_~~e_e!_ef_t_!l~~~t!!l!-~! ~.:i!i_e_!l_~~~~!l!~f!t_a]______ ,,, 
examiBatieB is seugllt, iBdudiBg aB ideBtifieatieB ef tile struetu1·e, material, er 
R£tS iB tile SfleEifiERtieB tllRt eerreStJ8Bd te eRellmeRBS tJIUS f11Bdi8B 81' stetJ 
fllus fuBetieB elemeBt, as set fertll iB ~§ U.S.C. 112(t), iB aBy daim te &Je 
enmiBed. 

' ' 

Comment [AS]: The statute contains no 
requirement t hat the requester provide an 

explanation ofwhy the informat ion in question is 
believed to be relevant to the patent, but permits 
t he Office to provide by rule such a requirement. 
The revised language should be sufficient to anow a 

requester to provide condse explanations that will 
be useful for the Offke to determine if the 
information creates a substantial new question of 

patentability. The revised language replaces the 
more open-ended requirement to address "'why 

considerat ion ... is being requested." 

Comment [A6]: The requirement to ident ify an 
"aspect" of a patent is unduly vague. The 
requirement w ith respect to means-plus-function 
claiming appears t o be overly broad- apptying to 

every such claim of t he pat ent. 

Comment [A7]: The requirement to ident ify 
issues is vague~ open-ended, and could potent ialty 

be so burdensome t o a requester and the Office 

1(8~ .. ~@-'-.l!i~Rt~:L ~~tR_i!ed ~~~~R~R~e~ ~~: ~~~'! .!~~~~!i~!lJ~~'!~ -f!i~~'!~S_i~g_l!8~ ___ -----~d-- : :~~=~---::~--greatly-< ~- _ _ _ - _ _ - _ ___ >-:::wou [ ------~·:--ent-__a en-~87 eq1 1eaell item efiBfermatieB is releYaBt te eaell aSf1e£t eftlle f1ateBt ideBtified fer compoundstheproblemat icnatureoftheearlier 


examiBatieB, aBd llew eaell item ef iBfermatieB raises eaell issue ideBtified fer requirements. 


enmiBRtieB, iB£htdiBg: 


(i) Wllere aB ideBtified issue iBvel-ves tile af1f1li£atieB ef~§ U.S.C. 191 (etller 
tllaB deu&Jie 11ateBtiBg) er ~§ U.S.C. 112, aB exf1laBatieB diseussiBg tile 
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SHIJIJ&l't ill tile SIJl'Cificatiea fer eaclllimUatieB ef eacll claim ideatifil'd fer 
@!I'IUBHtltR81l "i\ltll l'l'SIJl'Ct te tllis iSSBl'; llllll 

(ii) Wllue aB ideBtified issae iB't'91Vl's tile atJtJiicatieB ef JS U.S.C. 191, JS 
U.S.C. lQJ, er deallle tJateBtiBg, aB l'KiJiaBatieB ef llew eacllliiBitatieB ef eacll 
claim ideBtified fer eniBiBatieB witll restJed te tllis issae is IBet, er is Bet met, 
lly eacll item ef iBfenBatieB. Tile detailed extJiaBatieB may alse iBclade aB 
e!l'tJiaBatieB ef llew tile daims distiBgaisll ever tile items ef iBfermatieB. 

(~ A copy of the patent for which supplemental examination is requested and a 

copy ofany disclain1er, certificate ofcorrection, cett ificate ofextension, 

supplemental examination certificate, post grant review cettificate, inter partes 

review cettificate, or reexamination certificate issued for the patent. 


(~1) A copy of each item of information listed in paragraph (b)(~ of this 

section, accompanied by a written English translation of all of the necessary and 

pett inent parts of any non-English language document Items of information that 

form pa1t of the discussion within the body of the request as specified in 

§ 1.605(b). and copies ofU.S. patents and U.S. patent application publications, are 

not required to be submitted. 


kHID~-~l!l!J!.l!a_ry-~f_t~_e_I~l'J~'.O~I!~ P~!~~!l~_e!_a_!ly_~u_b_~tte_d_~<?~t!l!l~~!_,_o_t~~~~ ~h_ap__ ,, , 

the request, that is over 50 pages in length. Ifonly portions of the document are 

believed to be relevant, the T-Ile summary must include citations to the particular 

pages believed to be relevant ceBtaiBiBg tile rl'll''t'aBt tJ&l·tieBs. 


kH-.2) ~-~t!.~I!l!.s~!~l!. ~y_t~~ requester pateBt 9WBer !I! ~~~.P)iap~~-~~tl] _§_~ .J}l~l - _,,, 

oftl1is chapter establishing its tile eBtire~· eftlle ownership in tl1e patent 

requested to be examined, as set f01t h in § 1.601(b). 


(c) The request may also include an explanation ofwhy each item of infonnation 
submitted with the request does or does not raise a substantial new question of 
patentability. 

kd) [ f the Office deems that a request for supplemental examination is _______ _, ,'' 
matet·iaUv incomplrte or otherwise fails to comply with the requirements of 
this subpart, the Office mav, within 30 days of the date of the request, notifv 
the requester of thr specific deficiencies in the request as originaUy flied and 
authorize the requester to me a supplemented request correcting or otherwise 
satisfactorily addressing each identified deficiency. Ifno such noticr is 
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Convnent [A9]: The revised language provides 
for a summary ofthe entire document as well as the 
portion believed to be relevant. This formulation is 
consistent with the statutory language permitting 
requests t o be made with respect to information 
believed to be re~ant.. whether relevant in fact or 
not. 

Comment [AlO]: The revised language conforms 
the paragraph t o t he revisions a bove. 

L.:::.::::.:=:....::..:.===:..:..:.:...-----' 

Comment [All]: The new text offers a revised 
procedure for addressing defiCiencies in 
supplemental examination requests that woukt 
permit the requester to file a supplemented request 
to cure any deficiencies. Whether the dateof the 
original request or the supplemented request would 
determine the start of the 3-month period lor 
supplemental examination would be determined on 
the basisofwhether the supplemental examination 
could notcommence prior to the receipt of the 
information contained in the supplemental request. 



provided within such 30-dav period, the Office will waive any such 
deficiencits and complete the supplemental examination based on the request 
as otiginallv flied. If a supplemented request filed bv the requester , pursuant 
to a notice issued under the preceding sentence, satisfactorilv addresses the 
deficiencies in the original request, the supplemental examination will proceed 
based upon the request as supplemented. If no supplemental request is flied, 
or the supplemented request as flied by the requester fails to satisfactorily 
address the cited deficiencies, the request may be deemed bv the Office not to 
meet the requirements of this subpart and supplemental examination shall not 
proceed based upon the original or supplemented request and no filing date 
will be accorded thereto. The filing date ofa request for supplemental 
examination will aet be gnated be deemed the date of the original filing of the 
supplemental examination request under this paragraph if the original request 
is determined by the Office ~.!2...!!.t.in sufficient compliance with § l .6QS, § 
uas, aad this subpart such that supplemental examination could 
meaningfully commence in the Office prior to receipt of additional 
information contained in the supplemented request. sectiea. ,+ .. d(lfective 
rel}aest may H cei"e a filiag date if tile dehds are limited te til(> emissiea ef 
eae er met·(> ef tile t·el}ail:emeats S(lt fel11l ill pangnpll (b)(l ) er (b)(l ) ef t&is 
seetiea, suitjeet te tile diserdi&B ef tile Qfliee. 

Ke) [f_t_!l~ _q~~<:. g~~eppj!]<:S_ th..aS ~<: r~q\!e_s!,_~s-~Ij~apy_~l!~I!:l!f!t:_d or as _________ _-
supplemt nted under, dees aet meet tile rei}Hinmeats ef paragraph (d) of this 
section, is not to be entitled to a filing date, the requester pateat ewBer will be so 
notified ABd will be givea aa eppertuaity te cemplete tile UI}Hest witlliB a 
specified tiiBe. l.f tile pateat eWBer dees aet timely cemply 'lWtll tile aetice, tile 
rel}aest fer sapplemeatal exaiBiaatieB will aet be gnated a filiag date and the 
fee for reexamination as set fott h in § 1.20(k)(2) will be refunded. If tile pateat 
ewaer timely files a cenected rei}Hest iB respease te tile aetice that preperly 
Addresses All ef the defeets set ferth iB the aetiee ABd tllAt ethenvise eempli(ls 
\lAth all ef the UI}Hiremeats ef §§ Ut9S, uas aad ef tllis sectiea, tile filiag 
date ef tile sapplemeatal examiaatieB rei}Hest will be tile receipt date ef tile 
eeneeted HI}Hest 

§ 1.615 Format of papers flied in a supplemental examination proceeding. 

(a) All papers submitted in a supplemental examination proceeding must be 
fom1atted in accordance with §1.52, including the request for supplemental 
examination and any other documents generated by the pAteat 8'WB(>rlfequester, 
such as translations of non-English language documents, transcripts ofaudio or 
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Comment [A12]: The revised languace conforms 
this subsection to the new procedure in the 
preceding subsection. rt now merety authorizes 
return ofthe reexamination fee in the situation 
whe<e the request (or suppleme ntal request) is not 
sufficient to proceed with a supplemental 
examination and no filing date is accorded. 



video recordings, affidavits or declarations, and summaries ofdocuments over 50 
pages in length pursuant to § 1.61 O(b)(F.+). Exceptions include tables of contents, 
cuniculum vitae, claim charts, comt documents, third-party generated affidavits or 
declarations, and any other document generated by a third party, including patents, 
patent application publications, and non-patent literatm·e. All documents must be 
presented in a form having sufficient clarity and contrast between the paper and the 
text or image to permit the direct reproduction of readily legible copies by use of 
digital imaging and optical character recognition. 

(b) Comt documents and non-patent literatm·e may be redacted, but must othetwise 
be identical both in content and in format to the original documents, and, if a comt 
document, to the document submitted in comt, and must not othetwise be reduced 
in size or modified, patticularly in tetms of font type, font size, line spacing, and 
mru·gins. Patents, patent application publications, and third-patty-generated 
affidavits or declarations must not be reduced in size or othetwise modified in the 
manner described in this paragraph. 

§ 1.620 Conduct of supplemental examination proceeding. 

ka) ~i!~~-t]l!·~~ !I!~I!t!l~ fglJg~j~gjl}~ fiJip_g_ ~t~-~f_~ ~~qt~e§! f~I~~l!P.PJ~~-e~!<!l _____ ~ ~ ~ 
examination, the Office will detetmine whether a substantial new question of 
patentability affecting any claim of the patent is raised by any of the items of 
inf01mation presented in the request. The detetmination of the existence of a 
substantial new question of patentability will geaerally be based upon limited 
~ a review of the iss:aes information identified in the request as af1f1lied te tile 
ideatified &SIJeds 9f tile IJ&teat. The detetmination will be based on the claims in 
effect at the time of the detetmination and will become a pa1t of the official record 
of the patent. 

(b) The Office may hold in abeyance action on any petition or other paper filed in a 
supplemental examination proceeding until after the proceeding is concluded by 
the electronic issuance of the supplemental examination certificate as set forth in 
§1.625. 

(c) If an unauth01ized or othetwise improper paper is filed in a supplemental 
examination proceeding, it will not be entered into the official file or considered, or 
if inadvettently entered, it will be exptmged. I 

I 
I 

I 

kd) tn1~~l!t~!l! ~~J!~r requester ll!l!5_t, promptly ft~_s~~!l_f!s_ ~~~~i~!~~l?Q~ .!l.!~ ___ j 
discovety of any other prior or concurrent post patent Office proceeding involving 
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Comment [A13 ]: The revised language better 
conforms the proposed rule to the statue~ which 
limits a substantial new question of pat e ntability t o 
those .. raised by 1 or more items of information in 
the request." 35 U.S. C. §257(b). 

Comment [A14]: A require me nt for promptness 
should address the need for a time ly re porting. The 
"'as soon as possible• standard ignores a delay 
resutting from impracticability and potentially opens 
the patent owner to anegations that even a 
meaningless delaybefore acting failed t o comply 
with the requirem ents set out in the regulation. 



the patent for which the current supplemental examination is requested, fi le a paper 
limited to notice of the post patent Office proceeding, if such notice has not been 
previously provided with the request. The notice shall be limited to an 
identification of the post patent proceeding, including the type (e.g., ex parte or 
inter partes reexamination, reissue, supplemental examination, post-grant review, 
or inter partes review), the identifying number of any such proceeding (e.g., a 
control number or reissue application number), and the filing date of any such 
proceeding, without any discussion of the issues of the cun ent supplemental 
examination proceeding or of the identified post patent Office proceeding(s). 

ke) ~t~':_~i~~~_a!·~ subject to the discretion of the Office p_r~_!l!~~t!~_ip._a_________ 
supplemental examination proceeding. 

(f) No amendment to any aspect of the patent may be filed in a supplemental 
examination proceeding. 

(g) If the Office becomes aware, during the course of supplemental examination or 
ofany reexamination ordered under 35 U.S.C. 257, ofa material fraud on the 
Office involving the patent requested to be examined, the supplemental 
examination proceeding or any reexamination proceeding ordered under 35 U.S.C. 
257 will continue, and the matter will be refen ed to the U.S. Attorney General in 
accordance with 35 U.S.C. 257(e). 

§ 1.625 Conclusion of supplemental examination; publication of supplemental 
examination cer tificate; procedure after conclusion. 

(a) A supplemental examination proceeding will conclude when the supplemental 
examination certificate is electronically issued. The supplemental examination 
cett ificate will indicate the result of the detennination whether any of the items of 
infonnation presented in the request raised a substantial new question of 
patentability. 

(b) If the supplemental examination certificate states that a substantial new 
question ofpatentability is raised by one or more items of infonnation in the 
request, ex parte reexamination of the patent will be ordered tmder 35 U.S.C. 257. 
Upon the conclusion of the ex parte reexamination proceeding, an e.,y parte 
reexamination certificate, which will include a statement specifying that ex parte 
reexamination was ordered under 35 U.S.C. 257, will be published. The 
electronically issued supplemental examination certificate will remain as part of 
the public record of the patent. 
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Comment [A15): lhe revised language affords~ ~ ~ 
the USPTO more discretion in administ ering the 
statute. In certain situations~ an interview might be 
sought by the USPTO itself t o assure an efficient and 
t imely d isposition of the supplemental examination. 



 
 

 
  

 
  

  
  

 
    

  

 
 

 
 

  
   

  
 

 
  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(c) If the supplemental examination certificate indicates that no substantial new 
question of patentability is raised by any of the items of information in the request, 
and ex parte reexamination is not ordered under 35 U.S.C. 257, the electronically 
issued supplemental examination certificate will be published in due course.  The 
reexamination fee for supplemental examination, as set forth in § 1.20(k)(2), will 
be refunded in accordance with § 1.26(c). 

(d) Any ex parte reexamination ordered under 35 U.S.C. 257 will be conducted in 
accordance with §§ 1.530 through 1.570, which govern ex parte reexamination, 
except that: 

(1) The patent owner will not have the right to file a statement pursuant to §1.530, 
and the order will not set a time period within which to file such a statement; 

(2) Reexamination of any aspect of the patent may be conducted on the basis of 
any item of information as set forth in §1.605, and is not limited to patents and 
printed publications or to subject matter that has been added or deleted during the 
reexamination proceeding, notwithstanding § 1.552(a); 

(3) Issues in addition to those raised by patents and printed publications, and by 
subject matter added or deleted during a reexamination proceeding, may be 
considered and resolved, notwithstanding § 1.552(c); and 

(4) Information material to patentability will be defined by § 1.56(b), 
notwithstanding § 1.555(b). 
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